
1 Key Statistics about Communication 

55% of Communication is Body Language

38 % of Communication is Tone of Voice

7% of Communication is  Words.

2 Key Fact about Audience Psychology

Audiences FEEL before they THINK.

This means that what an audience thinks is profoundly affected
by the way they feel - especially about the speaker. 

3 To Get the attention of your audience

The Key Concept is Status:  the more Space and Time you 
take up, the Higher your Status. The Less Space & Time you 
take up, the Lower your Status. There are two ways of raising 
status. Both involve changing the way you think about the 
space around you.

High Status Thinking

When you enter a room, think:

“The Space and Time belong to me for the time it 
takes me to say what I have to say.” 

Seeing & Being Seen

While addressing others, allow yourself to Be Seen by 
your audience and simultaneously See them.

Both these work if you present from a standing position.

4 Presenting when seated

Use Seeing & Being Seen

Keep your feet flat on the floor and sit with head, neck 
and back in relaxed alignment. Sit back in the chair: make 
your audience come to you, rather than you go to them.

5 To keep the attention of your audience 1

PUNCTUATE what you say. The key technique is 
One Thought - One Breath. This ensures that your speech 
comes across as structured, relaxes your audience, 
communicates relaxed High Status and improves memory.

6 To keep the attention of your audience 2

Articulate. Being loud does not necessarily make your words
clear. For that, you need good articulation. This means clear, 
crisp consonants. The way to achieve this is to “EnD youR
worDS”. 

7 To keep the attention of your audience 3 

DIVIDE THE AUDIENCE into three sub groups. 
Then take a whole point to each sub group.

8 Using your Voice to punctuate speech

There are three component parts of voice:

Pitch, or the note in the voice. 

Changing pitch on each new idea creates sentences.

Pace, or the speed you move from one word to the 
next. Varying the pace creates keywords or headings.

Volume, or how loud or soft the voice is. 

To make something sound extremely important, slow the 
pace, drop the volume and use very clear consonants. 
Do not shout

9 Effective use of PowerPoint.

To ensure PowerPoint is enhancing your message, and isn’t 
upstaging you, learn how to manage where an audience 
looks at any one time.

The key skill is Taking and Giving focus. 

To Take Focus use body language to direct the audience’s 
attention to you. It is the same as Being Seen.

To Give Focus use body language to direct the audience’s 
attention to the slide.

You can either Take or Give: any compromise confuses your
audience

10 Influencing you audience: 
Using the Feeling Objective

Remember: Audiences FEEL before they THINK.

So, to be effective as a communicator, move your attention 
from what you want to say, to what you audience 
needs to hear.

Feeling Objectives help you to take the initiative in 
establishing, managing and changing how audiences feel 
about you, the situation and the information you are 
presenting. Once you have established who you are dealing 
with in your presentation, meeting or negotiation, you need 
to ask two questions:

A “What outcome do I want?

Once that is decided, ask the second question: 

B “In order to achieve that outcome, how do I want the 
audience to feel?”

You need to be proactive in deciding which emotion they 
want their audience to feel. In doing this you choosing your
Feeling Objective. 

NOTES: It is important that these are real emotions. It will not
help you to set yourself the goal of making others feel “Positive”
or “Get Buy-In”. Those are attitudes, not emotions: to get
someone to be positive, or to achieve buy in you need to make
them feel EXCITED.If you are introducing a potentially
challenging idea, and accepting this idea involves risk, you may
want the audience to feel REASSURED.
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